
PHOTO CHECKLIST DURING PRODUCTION

ROOF PRODUCTION
ADDRESS Show the house numbers from the street

ACCESS Show no access for workers/equipment (driveway, trees)

HARNESS Show crews wearing harnesses & other safety equipment

LAYERS Show how many layers of shingles are present

VALLEYS Show what is in the valley. Metal? Ice barrier? Nothing?

PIPE JACKS Show if the pipe jacks are painted, damaged or caulked

ROOF VENTS Show if vents are dented, painted or missing

DRIP EDGE Find a dent, show it is missing, or over the felt

FLASHINGS Show wall flashings. Are they painted? Missing? Damaged? Rusted?

GENERATORS Show generators or other equipment being used

SCAFFOLDING/
3-STORY
LADDERS

Show scaffolding or 3 story ladders when being used

CHIMNEY 
FLASHINGS

Show is flashing is dented, missing, or caulked

SKYLIGHTS Show damage and get serial numbers if possible

SIDING PRODUCTION
ADDRESS Show the house numbers from 

the street

SIDING 
INSULATION

Show anything behind the 
siding such as foam board

SCAFFOLDING Show crews using scaffolding

GENERATORS Show generators or other 
equipment being used

CLEANING Show cleaning windows, 
sidewalks, fingerprints on the 
siding

DETACH & RESET 
ITEMS

Show any items you are going to 
detach & reset. Before/during/
after

DECK/FENCE Show where the deck and/or 
fence meets the siding

SWIMMING POOL Show where the pool is in 
relation to the house

FASCIA/DRIP 
CAPS

Show crews using a break to 
custom bend metals

NOTES

Use this sheet as your guide to take photos during construction to prove your claims when supplementing on the back end.
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